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Abstract: The article presents the ways in which a web site is promoted, in order to make 
money or simply increase the visitors and especially unique visitors. The method used is the 
comparison between the advantages offered by different means of promotion and also of the 
costs involved. The common ways to promote a site are through email, links exchange, 
banners and also Google engine. 
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Introduction 

Nowadays, when Internet connects people from all countries and regions, there are enormous 
opportunities for those having a site to promote their products or services and in this way make 
money. So, visitors can enter a site directly or indirectly through links from emails, documents or 
other sites or by using an internet engine, like Google or others like that.  
 

1. Methods for Determining Visitors to Enter your Web Site 
To make visitors enter directly the name of your site in Google bar or in the address bar, you need 
time, money and an appropriate strategy in order to create a powerful brand and also a name easy to 
remember. Links sent through emails are not very efficient because everybody hates spam and this 
method is used only when we try to communicate something new and interesting for the receivers.  
 
When the owner of a website uses link exchange, this method might be completely useless if the other 
site is not similar with the former one. If the web sites are different and visitors have different needs 
and preferences, they will enter by clicking the other site but they will leave it immediately. If the 
owner of a site wants to make it more known, he or she can index it in the Google engine, using 
different facilities of this company. In Romania, Google is used by 95% of the Internet users, this 
being the reason of talking about promotion by Google and not other engine. 
 

2. Promotion Solutions in order to Increase the Page Rank and Increase Visibility 
An important way to promote your web site through Google is AdWords (pay per click), which 
promotes the owner’s site by using some keywords, related to the content of the pages’ site. These 
paid links are profitable, if the competition is not very high, because the visitors are interested of the 
content and the products listed on the site, so the rate of those that really buy something is rather high. 
 
Google is the first, when we talk about the searches used on Internet engines, according to a report 
realized by Hitwise Ltd in January 2011 [1]: 
 

Rank Search Engine Searches 
1 Google 66.12% 
2 Yahoo 15.27% 
3 Bing 12.80% 
4 Ask 3.39% 
5 AOL 1.94% 

 
If you own a website, Google promotion is similar to direct marketing, but there is a known fact that 
people look especially for results in the first three pages and if they do not find what they want, they 
try another word for searching. Search engine optimization (SEO) is about writing pages having the 
optimal mix of keywords, content and metadata [2, p. 153]. The term SEO was for the first time used 
in a spam message on Usenet in 1997.  
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The process of indexing a site in an Internet engine, usually Google, is a very complex, difficult and 
expensive one. So, web sites’ owners pay the services for SEO to a firm specialized in this kind of 
facilities. The aim of search engine optimization is to improve visits and in the case of commercial 
site, to increase benefits [3, p. 6]. 
 
One of the most important tools in SEO is Google Page Rank, named after one of the Google 
founders, Larry Page. According to Fleischner [4], this tool defines the weight or the level of 
importance that Google places on a given web page. Other online SEO tools used by specialized 
companies are: Web Page Analyzer, Webuildpages, Page Rank, etc. The history of SEO is presented 
by Greenlight Marketing Ltd in 2010: 
 

 
 
The picture shows the history of Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and how over time the different 
ranking factors have evolved, starting from simple submit and on-page factors and, through the 
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dominance of Page Rank, to arrive today to a very complex architecture, efficient, but which involves 
more expertise from the optimizer. 
 

3. SEO History of the Internet 
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The most used method in SEO is link building that involves efforts for getting links to a website. The 
solutions are the entrance in a link director, the link exchange or posting it on other sites, forums or 
other blogs. Another solution is represented by outbound links – links on a site to other sites, because 
the trackbacks will make the backward connection with the initial web site.  
 
Other SEO method refers to internal linking, that means including links to other pages from the same 
site, in order to create a bound with visitors and attract them to a similar content. SEO techniques 
should fit with the objectives and needs of someone’s business. The methods that artificially increase 
the traffic of a site are not efficient.  
 

Conclusions 
The web site’s quality determines the traffic, because visitors look for a good content. Originality, 
novelty, useful information, adequate content of a site (text, video, audio, flash animations, etc.) lead 
to a better indexing from Internet engines.  
 
No matter the nature of a site is; it is more effective to require the services offered by an agency 
known for search engine optimization, if the profit is the target. It is very difficult to be successful if 
you do not use the appropriate opportunities on the Internet and promote your web site or your 
business or simply your blog. 
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